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" God and the Devil from Reich to Eva`s Guide " 

John Pierrakos` Roots 
lecture 

by Lucia Helena Alencastro 

 

From the most controversial part of Reich's work, alive in their book Ether, God and the Devil, we 

have bases to understand how Pierrakos made his transition to Core Energetics when he found 

Eva`s guide wisdom. We will enjoy the beautiful sum made with Reich and this new dimension of 

teaching that came to expand the life and work of John Pierrakos. Reich's conclusions on the 

existence of a form of energy (Orgone) that influences from the functioning of living beings to the 

movement of the planets and the climate, inspired Pierrakos`s desire to go further in the field of 

energy. We will also understand the body division into head, thorax and pelvis as the habitations 

of God, Man and Devil in the body, focusing on the three major strangulations in our body (neck, 

diaphragm and anus). Understanding these armors as evil we will also receive that evil is only a 

distortion of the only major creative force of the universe. To locate and accept evil is the only way 

to redirect this "energy flowing" to its pure origin. From the energy point of view, its frequency is 

slow and condensed. From the point of view of consciousness, evil is alienation, is the result of 

resistance to God Within. 

 

biography 
General and educational director of Rede Brazil Core Energetics. 

Body psychotherapist graduated in Core Energetics, she was a 

student and then assistant of Pierrakos and Core East/NY`s  faculty 

in the first and second class he did in Brazil / Brasilia, DF (1994/98 

and 1998/2002).  Pedagogue, she created the first Brazilian 

university extension program in Core Energetics, authorized by 

Pierrakos  and currently being conducted at the University of 

Brasilia. She produces CorePath, deepening program in Eva guide`s 

work  She has training in Reichian Body Therapy, Trauma Release 

Exercise (TRE), Family Constellations, Psycho Transcendental 

Breathing and Flower Therapy. Mother and grandma she worked 

as a childbirth educator for 27 years. 
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